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NEXT-LEVEL
ADVANCES
Every y ear appliance makers come out
with faster and more powerful ovens,
quieter and smarter dishwashers, vent
hoods that inhale more microparticles,

and fresh, daring designs, now created
with the aid o f 3-0 printing:
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A ONE- OR NO-TOUCH FAUCET
The Grahe Ladyiux3 Cate Foot Control.
from $840, can be operated by a pedal

THE STEALTH KITCHEN
or those who puc a premium on visual calm and quiet, a sublimely spare kicchen system
with flat-panel cabinetry and few flourishes is typically the way to go. Drawers and doors
open via touch lacches inscead of knobs or handles. Bue maintaining the dean-lined look
has always been a challenge: How cc1 keep the espresso machjne and paper-rowel holder
easily accessible, yet unobtrusive? Moreover, this genre has nor always been parricularly kind co
.home chefs (perhaps bccau.o;e ir's hecn the favored aesthetic of rhosc who do11't cook). Bur rhc caregory has recently evolved: Reductive rigor now pairs wich pro-level bells and whisdcs, resulting
in kicchcns chat are stylistically rescraioe<l yet appealing co even che most type A chef.
Among rhe standard-bearers is Snaidero, whose ulrrasrrearnlined systems are also exceedingly
functional , with well-thought-out storage compartments. Two C\L~com series, hoth by lmrury-<:ar
designer Pininfarina, fie the bill: Idea, from $60,000, is all righr angles, with lean lines, recessed door
pulls, and a beveled-edge cow1tenop that floats above a sUghc reveal, creating runs ofcabinetry that
arc minimalist bur not monolithic. O la 25, a more recent design, from $80,000, softens the harcledgec.l lines typical of contemporary systems. Cabinecs have rounded edges, and the system fearures
a sinuous surfboard-shaped counccr with a swooping U-shapec.l lcg. Boffi makes many comparable
models, including the Piero Li.~soni -<lesigned Hide, around $96,000, an all-in-one kitchen unit
with recessed front panels that slide shut to screen cabinets anc.l appliances from view. -J.R.
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The Details
POP-UP VENTILATION
It's more discreet than a
standard range hood, and it
recesses into the countertop
when not in use. Best recently
Introduced one that extends
18 inches. $1,800-high
en01.19h to rise above even
the tallest pots to more
effectively capture steam,
smoke, and smells.

A MODULAR FRIDGE
Modules for cooling and
freezing are dispersed
throughout. U-line's options
include 24·inch- wide drawers
and undercabinet units in
its 3000 series. pictured.
from $4,100. Liebherr's
UPR 503 line, $2,300, has
pull-<iut glass shelves and
self-retracting drawers.
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AN UNOBTRUSIVE
INDUCTION COOKTOP
Recent advances have
expanded the cooking
surface beyond its bu rner-like
heating points. Thermador's
Freedom, pk:tured, $5.500, is
36 inches wide: Bertanonl's
Professional series, from
$1,900. has a scl-fi swath of
stainless-framed black glass.
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AN INVISIBLE SINK
Dada makes a double sink,
pictured, $4,750. with cutting
boards and drainers that can
slide over the trough when
water isn't running. Bianco's
stainless-steel Attika. from
$1.695. features a walnut
cutting board, $250, that fits
atop the sink·s raised rim
hiding it in plain sight. •

INSTANT EVERYTHING
lnsinkerator's hot -water
dispensers deliver
200- degree water with the
touch of a button. from $180.
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